Practical tools for participatory
decision making
by Marianella Sclavi

Marianella Sclavi’s background is as a sociologist, and she
has been teaching the Art of Listening, Emotional SelfAwareness and Creative Conflict Management at the
Polytechnic University in Milan from 1993 to 2008.
Her researches and books are ethnographies based on an
‘open systems’ epistemology and "a humorous approach”
to social complexity.
Since 2008 she has founded Ascolto Attivo sas and works as
a designer of participatory programs and as a facilitator
in “creative confrontation” decisional processes.
Since 2005 she works in collaboration with Lawrence
Susskind (MIT and PON Harvard Law School) and the
Consensus Building Institute, Cambridge, Boston, Usa.

Tools:
1.Dialogue vs debate ( Let’s be bisociation
practitioners and pro-active Listeners)

2. A good process map
3. ADR and CBA (Creative Confrontation)
4. CC’s eight conditions and five steps
5. Some “third party” political background
6. The seven rules of the Art of Listening
(of course !!)

1.

Dialogue vs debate

( Let’s be bisociation practitioners
and pro-active listeners )

Dialogue vs Debate
In dialogue, one seerches for strenghts in the other positions
In debate, one searches for flaws and weaknesses in the other
positions
Dialogue opens the possibility of reaching a better solution than
any of the original solutions.
Debate defends one’s own positions as the best solution and
excludes other solutions.
Dialogue reveals assumptions for reevaluation.
Debate defends assumptions as truth.

Interlinguistic and intercultural communication: the privileged field
of bisociatiative practice

Français

English

Verb,
“to sale”

Adjective,
“dirty”

sale

Italiano

Noun, “food”

“ Look me in the eyes!” Italy/South Korea
South Korea

Italy
Old mother superior
Respect
Humility

Young nun

“ Look me
in the eyes!”

Disrespect
Arrogance

Bisociation- map: “Crystal glass” Russia/Usa

Russian Teacher
Fundamental
Symbolic of
Celebration

American Land lady
Crystal
Glass

Irrelevant
What counts is the party
Not the glass

The main rule of the
ART OF LISTENING:
( See all seven rules in the last slides )
“In order to understand

what another person is saying,
you must assume that he/she is right
and ask him/her to help you
understand why it is so.”

2. A good process map

3. ADR and CBA (Creative Confrontation)
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accept

Invent multiple options
for mutual gain

decision making
thanks to ADR
Not only

Debate focused deliberation
Creative Confrontation
( Dialogic and Consensus Building)

Upgrading….
Parliamentary Democracy

Creative Confrontation

Right of speech

Right to be listened to

Right of contradictory

Right to collaborate in
keeping multiple options
alive

Majority Rule

Right to be active part in the
design of a joint (mutual )
gains new project

Upgrading:
To be listened is an upgrade of only speaking
To collaborate in multiplying options is an
upgrade of being engaged in a contradictory
If we do not succeed in cooperating in the
mutual gain solution we can always resort to
majority vote, as a fallback option.

4. CC’s five steps
and eight conditions

CBA’s five steps
1.Convening.
2. Assigning Roles and Responsibilities.
3. Facilitating Group Problem Setting and Solving.

This is about generating mutually advantageous proposals and confronting
disagreements through:
a. the “Active Listening” approach (much more than “a respectful way” )
b. a Joint Exploration
c. the enlargement of the range of possibilities: the process draws upon the
best available information and ensures that a range of possible solutions,
including some that no one had thought of before, and previously “impossible”
are considered.

4. Reaching Agreement.

Deciding is not simple as voting. It’s about coming as close as
possible to meeting the most important interests of
everyone concerned and documenting how and why
agreement is reached.

5. Holding People to their commitments.

This is more than each person simply doing what they
promised.
It’s also about keeping the parties in touch with each other
so that unexpected problems can be addressed together.

Eight conditions which need to hold for a CC process:
1.

Inclusion of a full range of stakeholders

2.

A task that is meaningful to the participants and that has promise of having a
timely impact

3.

Participants who set their own ground rules for behavior, agenda setting,
making decisions and many other topics

4.

A process that begins with mutual understanding of interests/ visions/
preoccupations/worries and avoids positional bargaining

5.

A dialogue where all are heard and respected and equally able to participate

6.

A self-organizing process unconstrained by conveners in its time or content and
which permits the status quo and all assumptions to be questioned.

7.

Information that is accessible and fully shared among participants.

8.

An understanding that ‘consensus’ is only reached when all interests have been
explored and every effort has been made to satisfy these concerns

5. Some “third party” political background

The four levels of Participatory Democracy
Level ÔThe power lites'

Once elected, they make decisions through their

zero

network of friendsand experts and the larger network of
thoseequallyin power

Level The power lites

As above + illuminatedpaternalism

one

through opinion pools and any other mechanism where

+ citizens' rawopinions

every citizen is treatedas a monad,isolatedfrom all the
othersand not able to learnfromthem

UPGR
ADING
Level learning community,
two

mutual learning

Participatory/Deliberative Democracy
basedon Action Researc
h, Groups' dynamics,the art of
thinking together, Creative Confrontation

Level Learning comunities

As above + a gr
owing repertoire of participatory

three encouragedand implemented

approachesin the PA's tool box

by the Public Administration

A.

Not o nly the elites are trapped into the cage of levels

one and two, most civil societ y's or ganizati ons share the
same visio n of authorit y and power and re flect it in their
decisio n making p rocesses

B.

Al l the experie nces wher e the wall bet wee n le vel two

and three was success fu lly teared do wn , have be en u sing
the entire ran ge of the four levels.
sur vive alone)

(Levels 2 and 3 do not

Ashby's law (1960):
Ò An organism or organization
cannot meet increasing variety in its environment
unless it increases
the range of its response repertoire.Ó

Criterion for the critical evaluation
of policies and programs:

“Is this process/program
response- repertoire-increasing ?”
This criterion applies to: persons, organizations, governs,
communities, participatory processes.
And it is best satisfied through a Creative Confrontationconsensus building approach

6. The seven rules

The Seven Rules of the Art of Listening
by Marianella Sclavi (1-4)
1.Never be in a hurry to reach conclusions.
Conclusions are the most ephemeral part of your research.
2. What you are seeing depends on your point of view.
In order to see what your point of view is, you have to change it.
3. In order to understand what another person is saying,
you must assume that he/she is right and ask him/her to help you
understand why it is so.
4. The emotions are basic tools of knowledge if you understand
that they speak a language of analogies and relationships.
They don't tell you what you are looking at, but how you are
looking at it.

The Seven Rules of the Art of Listening
by Marianella Sclavi (5-7)
5. A good listener is an explorer of possible worlds.
The signals which he or she finds most important are the ones
that seem both negligible and annoying, both marginal and
irritating, since they refuse to mesh with previous convictions and
certainties.
6. A good listener is happy to accept the self-contradictions
that come to the fore in personal thoughts and interpersonal
communications. Misunderstandings are accepted as opportunities
for entering the most exciting field of all: the creative management of
conflict.
7. To become an expert in listening you must follow a humorous
methodology. But when you have learned how to listen, it is humor
that will follow you.

